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This invention relates to a fluid elevator. 
An object of the invention is to provide appa 

ratus whereby liquid in a well may be delivered 
to the ground surface through the agency of an 
Operating fluid under pressure. The invention 
relates to certain improvements over that type 
of apparatus for a similar purpose disclosed by 
my Copending application on Method and appa 
ratus for producing liquid from wells filed June 
10, 1932, under Serial No. 616,487. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

apparatus of the character described of such con 
struction that the liquid to be recovered from 
the producing formation may be trapped, or sepa 
rated from the cognate liquid in the well, in suc 
cessive loads or quantities and an operating fluid, 
Such as air or gas, under pressure, applied to 
Said trapped or separated quantities or loads to 
expel then successively from the well; an im 
portant feature of the invention resides in the 
novel means for restraining or cutting off the 
Operating fiuid so that the same will be expended 
only while actually expelling a load of liquid from 
the well, Said means comprising a novelly con 
structed valve mechanism particularly designed 
for the purposes stated. 
Another object is to provide an apparatus of 

the character described wherein special means 
has been provided for excluding the operating 
fluid from the producing formation of the well. 
Another object is to provide, in apparatus of the 
character described, novel means for automati 
A. Controlling the application of the operating 

lC. 

Another object of the invention is to provide, 
in apparatus of the character described, a novel 
typ3 of valve of Such construction and mounted 
in Such novel manner that it may be easily opened 
and closed to control the application of the op 
erating fluid to the loads of entrapped liquid. 
The invention also includes a novel type of 

dash pot. 
With the above and other objects in view the 

invention has particular relation to certain novel 
features of construction, operation, and arrange 
ment of parts, an example of which is given in 
this Specification and illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, wherein: 

Figure Shows a vertical Sectional view of the 
lower end of the apparatus. 

Figure 2 shows a similar view of the upper end 
thereof. 

Figure 3 shows a vertical Sectional view of the 
upper portion of the float chamber showing the 
valves and valve operating mechanism. 

(Cl. 103-248) 
Figure 4 shows an enlarged vertical Sectional 

view of the controlling valve mechanism en 
ployed. 

Figure 5 shows a vertical sectional view show 
ing an intermediate section of the float chamber 
illustrating a novel type of dash pot mounted 
therein. W 

Figure 6 shows an enlarged fragmentary ver 
tical sectional view of the dash pot. 

Figure 7 shows an enlarged vertical sectional 
view, showing the lower end of the float chamber 
and the packing assembled therewith and located 
beneath said chamber also showing the inlet valve 
for controlling the inlet of liquid into said cham 
ber, and 

Figure 8 shows an enlarged vertical sectional 
view of the upper portion of the float chamber 
taken on the line 8-8 of Figure 3. 

Referring now more particularly to the draw 
ings wherein like numerals of reference desig 
nate the same parts in each of the figures the 
numeral designates the well casing which is set 
at the desired depth in the well. A suitable in 
flow pipe 2 may be provided whose lower end ex 
tends down the required distance into the liquid 
to be lifted and a suitable packer as 3 may be set 
between the casing and the inflow pipe 2 as 
shown in Figures 1 and 7. This packer is in the 
form of an upwardly opening cup ring, One or 
more of which may be used as desired, only one 
being shown. Any type of packer suitable for 
the purpose may be used. Above the packer 
there is a suitable housing 4 within which there 
is a float chamber 5. The upper end of the in 
flow pipe 2 may be suitably connected into the 
lower end of the housing 4, and within the float 
chamber 5 there is a suitable valve cage 6 pref 
erably connected to the upper end of the infoW 
pipe 2 and clamping the valve seat in place. 
The inflow of liquid through the pipe 2 and 
seat T is controlled by the upwardly open 
ing valve 8 which is confined by said cage. The 
lower end of the pipe 2 may have a suitable nipple 
9 attached thereto whose lower end has the inlet 
opening fo. 
Attached to the upper end of the housing 

and closing the same there is a head if, and lead 
ing upwardly from this head to the ground Sur 
face there is an eduction tube f2 which con 
tinues on down into and through the chamber 5 
and whose lower end terminates above but ad 
jacent the lower end of the float chamber. 
There is a bore 13 through the head if which 

connects that portion of the eduction tube 2, bp 
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neath the head i?, with the tube 2 above the 
head. 
The head has the inlet passageway 4 there 

through connected into the upper end of which 
there is the upstanding pipe 5, whose upper end 
may have a strainer 6 thereon if desired. It is 
contemplated that the housing 4 will be sur 
rounded with oil and the level of this oil will 
stand some distance above the head fi to the end 
that the operating fluid will be excluded from 
the packing 3. The pipe 5 is of such length 
that the screen 16 will be above the level of the 
oil. A trap will thus be formed so that any sedi 
ment falling through the casing from above will 
not enter the passageway 4 but will fall down 
about the housing 4. 
The head also has a bore , from the upper 

end downwardly therethrough into the float 
chamber 5 and whose lower end is reduced form 
ing an inside annular shoulder 8. Fitted within' 
this bore there is a tubular valve casing 9, whose 
lower end fits against said shoulder. The upper 
end of the bore T may be closed by a plug 20, 
which abuts the upper end of the valve casing. 
The valve casing 9 has a lateral opening 2 

which registers with the inlet passageway 4, and 
above and beneath the opening 2 are the inside 
annular downwardly converging valve seats 22, 
23, with which the upper and lower disc-like 
valves 24, 25 cooperate. These valves are se 
cured in fixed relation in any preferred manner. 
As shown, the upper valve 24 is secured to the up 
per end of the valve stem 26 and the lower valve 
25 is fitted onto said stem. There are the tubular 
upper and lower spacers 27, 28 around the stem 
26 the former of which is interposed between 
and Spaces Said valves and the latter of which is 
arranged beneath and abuts the valve 25 and is 
retained in place by the nut 29 which is threaded 
onto the stem 26 and abuts the lower end of the 
spacer 28. The spacers 27, 28 have the respec 
tive longitudinal guide wings 30, 3, thereon and 
Spaced apart therearound whereby the valves 24, 
25 are maintained centered relative to their re 
Spective seats. Above the valve 24 the casing 9 
has the lateral opening 32 which registers with 
the passageway 33 leading through the head 
into the float chamber 5. As shown in Figures 3 
and 4 the valves 24, 25 are in closed position and 
the operating fluid will be cut off from the float 
chamber 5. From an inspection of Figure 4 it 
will be apparent that the transverse diameter of 
the valves 24 and 25 is somewhat less than the 
transverse diameter of the valve casing 9 and the 
areas of the valves exposed to the pressure of the 
Operating fluid, when the valves are closed, are 
approximately equal and the valves will be bal 
anced by said pressure so that the total pressure 
of the operating fluid will not have to be over 
come in opening the valves, thus conducing to the 
eaSy Opening of Said valves. 
The upper end of the casing has a conven 

tional casing head 34 attached thereto having 
packing 35 supported therein around the educ 
tion tube 2. Above said packing there is a Suit 
able adapter 36 in said casing head having an 
inside downwardly converging slip seat 3 and 
in this seat are the conventional wedge shaped 
slips 38 which engage and support the eduction 
tube 2. The adapter 36 and slips 38 may rest 
against the packing 35 to maintain the same Com 
pressed and to form a fluid tight joint with the 
casing head and eduction tube to prevent the 
escape of the operating fluid from the casing f. 
The adapter and slips may be maintained in 

with the arm 65. 

2,008,010 
position by means of the cap 49 secured on the 
Casing head. Any preferred type of casing head 
may be employed with means thereon for Sup 
porting the eduction tube and for forming a 
seal at the top of the casing . The casing is 
thus sealed by the packing 3 beneath the fluid 
elevating apparatus and by the packing 35 at 
the upper end of the casing thus forming a Com 
pression chamber 50 within the casing around 
the eduction tube 2 in which the operating 
fluid may be maintained under the required 
pressure. This operating fluid is Supplied from 
a suitable source, such as a compressor, through 
the line 5 which may be equipped with a Suit 
able gauge 52 for registering the amount of the 
compression in the chamber 50. 
The eduction tube f2 leads off to a suitable 

receptacle to receive the liquid discharged from 
the well and the pressure line 5 is connected 
into the eduction tube 2 by means of a suitable 
connecting pipe 53 which is formed of Sections 
connected by a suitable coupling 53. The pipe 
53 is equipped with a gauge 54 and between this 
gauge and the pipe 5f there is a Suitable gate 
valve 55 connected into the pipe 53 and normally 
closed. The eduction tube has a suitable gate 
valve 55 incorporated therein out beyond the 
connection of the pipe 53 with said eduction 
tube, said valve 55 being normally open but be 
ing provided to close the eduction tube when it 
may be desired to do so. The head also has 
a relief passageway 56 which connects the bore 
f3 with the chamber 5 and whose inner or lower 
end is flared forming a seat 57 which is con 
trolled by the inwardly opening valve. 58. This 
valve 58 is attached to the upper end of the 
stem 59 and the upper end of this stem works 
through a suitable guide 60 in the passageway 
56, said end being extended for that purpose. 
Depending from the head there is a suitable 

anchor 6 and a valve actuating lever 62 is piv 
oted at one end to this anchor 6 and its other 
end is provided with a bifurcated yoke 63 whose 
fingers work in suitable side bearings in the 
bearing member 64 attached to the lower end 
of the stem 26. The lower end of the stem 59 
is pivotally connected to the lever 62 at an inter 
mediate point of said lever. Pivoted to the lower 
end of the anchor 6f there is a bell crank having 
the arms 65, 66. The arm 65 extends out across 
the chamber 5 and has the depending actuating 
rod 67 whose upper end is pivotally connected 
to the free end of the arm 65. A cross link 68 
has its upper end pivoted to the lever 62 between 
the yoke 63 and the point of connection of the 
stem 59 to said lever 62. The other end of the 
cross link 68 has a slidable pivotal connection 

The arm 66 depends beneath 
the anchor 6 and its free end is connected to 
said anchor by means of pull springs 69, 69. 
Within the float chamber 5 there is a float. To 

and extending longitudinally through this float, 
at one side of its longitudinal axis, there is a 
tube T whose ends are secured to the ends of 
the float. This tube forms a loose bearing 
through which the eduction tube 2 extends, Said 
tube forming also a guide for said float. The 
float is of the required buoyancy and has the 
upstanding rod 72 whose upstanding end has an 
overturned yoke 73 which has a bearing to re 
ceive the rod 67. 

Longitudinally adjustable on the rod 6 are the 
upper and lower stops 74, 75 spaced the re 
quired distance apart, the former above the yoke 
3 and the latter being beneath, said yoke. Be 
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2,003,010 
neath the float 70 the eduction tube 2 has the 
upper and lower disc like supports 76, 77 on 
the former of which a dash pot is secured. This 
dash pot is of novel construction and comprises 
a cylinder T8 whose lower end is closed by a 
cap 79 which is fastened to the supporting disc 
6. Attached to the upper end of the cylinder 
78 there is a closure cap 79 having the ducts 
80, 80 leading outwardly therethrough and hav 
ing an axial bearing 8. Within the cylinder 78 
there is a plunger 82 which is attached to the 
lower end of the plunger rod 83. This plunger 
rod works through the bearing and its upper 
end is pivotally connected to the lower end of 
the float 70. The cylinder T8 is filled with a 
liquid 84 of high specific gravity, preferably mer 
cury. The plunger 82 has the passageways 85 
extending longitudinally therethrough and a back 
pressure valve 86 normally closes these passage 
Ways and has a leak duct 87 therethrough. The 
valve 86 opens downwardly and is supported by 
a stem 88 which extends up into the plunger and 
whose upper end has an enlarged head 89. A 
coil Spring 90 surrounds said stem 88 and is 
interposed between the head 89 above and the 
annular shoulder 9 of the plunger beneath. The 
Spring 90 normally acts to hold the valve 86 
closed. Upon upward movement of the plunger 
82 the valve 86 will readily open to permit the 
passageway of the mercury through the passage 
ways 85 so that said liquid will offer slight re 
sistance to the upward movement of said plunger 
and float. Upon downward movement of said 
plunger the valve 86 will be closed and the liquid 
in the cylinder T8 beneath the plunger will be 
restricted to the duct 87 and the downward move 
ment of the plunger and float will accordingly 
be retarded. 
The inside diameter of the lower end of the 

cylinder 78 is enlarged as at 92. The plunger 
82 fits snugly in the cylinder above this enlarged 
lower end of the cylinder and upon downward 
movement of the plunger, when the plunger fully 
enters said enlarged portion, the liquid beneath 
the plunger may pass also up around said plunger 
and the downward movement of the plunger and 
float will be accelerated. 
Attached to and depending from the lower 

end of the float 70 there are the guide rods 93, 
93, which work through suitable bearings 94, 95, 
of the upper and lower discs 76, 77 and these 
guide rods have their lower ends connected by a 
Cross bar 96. There is a counter balance weight 
98 in the lower end of the float chamber which 
is Supported by the chain 99. One end of this 
chain is attached to the weight and the chain, or 
other flexible member, works over a pulley foo, 
rotatably mounted on a bracket fo, which is at 
tached to and depends from the under side of the 
disc 77. The other end of this chain is attached 
to the cross bar 96. The float TO is preferably hol 
low and formed of metal and of sufficient strength 
to prevent crushing by the pressure to which it 
is subjected, although any selected type of float 
may be used. The float is not necessarily of itself 
buoyant, but when counter balanced by the weight 
98, will rise as the level of the liquid in the cham 
ber 5 rises but its descent will be retarded by the 
dash potherein above described and for the pur 
pose hereinafter stated. Mercury is preferably 
used in the dash pot for the reason that it is 
desirable, in order to conduce to the free opera 
tion of the dash pot, not to form a close joint be 
tween the rod 83 and closure cap 79 and liquid in 
the float chamber will freely enter and be dis 

3 
charged through the ports 80 but this liquid will 
float on the mercury as also any foreign matter 
that may be contained therein; and also for the 
reason that the viscosity of the mercury will not 
appreciably vary as a result of the temperatures 
to which it may be subjected in a well and the 
resistance, it offers to the plunger 82 will be ap 
proximately the same at all of said temperatures. 

In use, the apparatus is lowered into a produc 
ing well to the required distance beneath, the 
liquid level so that the liquid in the well will rise 
and enter the chamber 5, as the liquid is expelled 
therefrom as hereinafter stated. 
An operating fluid, either gas or air, is forced 

into the casing chamber 59, through the pressure 
line 5 and the operating fluid is maintained 
under pressure in said casing. The liquid rising 
through the pipe 2 will lift the valve 8 and enter 
the float chamber 5 and the float will be ele 
wated and will carry the yoke 73 upwardly with it, : 
and when said yoke 73 strikes the stop 74 the rod 
67 will be lifted. A very slight movement of the 
rod 67 upwardly will elevate the free end of the 
arm 65, the lateral pin 02 carried by said arm 
65 moving in the oblong slot 03 in the link 8 
until the arm 66 has been moved inwardly to 
carry the springs 69 past center and thereupon 
said Springs will impart a sudden thrust to the 
link 68 which in turn will suddenly elevato 
the free end, or yoke 63, of the lever 62 and this 
will cause a sudden upward movement of the 
valve stem. 26. The valves 24, 25 will offer slight 
resistance to this upward movement for the rea 
Son that, as before stated, they are approximate 
ly balanced by the pressure of the operating fluid. 
These valves 24, 25 will accordingly be opened 
and when lifted from their respective seats the 
operating fluid will pass around the valves and 
enter the chamber 5 both through the reduced 
lower end of the bore f7 and through the passage 
way 33. As the lever 62 is actuated upwardly the 
relief valve 58 will close the relief passageway 
56, and will limit the opening movement of the 
valves 24, 25. Thereupon, the pressure of the 
operating fluid against the load of liquid in the 
chamber 5 will drive said liquid into and through 
the eduction tube 2 to the ground surface where 
the liquid will be discharged through a suitable. 
discharge line 4 provided for the purpose, and 
constituting a continuation of the tube 2. 
As the liquid is expelled from the chamber 5, 

the float 70 will descend, but it is necessary that 
the descent of the foat be retarded. So that the 
valves 24, 25 will not be prematurely closed and 
the operating fluid cut off from the chamber 5 
before the load of liquid has been completely ex 
pelled to the ground surface and for this pur 
pose the dash pot hereinbefore mentioned has 
been provided. As explained, this dash pot offers 
little resistance to the elevation of the float by 
reason of the fact that the valve 86 Will freely. 
open upon elevation of the plunger 82, but as the 
float 70 descends the valve 86 will remain closed 
and the liquid beneath said Valve Will paSS 
through the leak duct or port 87 into the cylin 
dier 8 above said valve thus retarding the de 
scent of the float until the plungers 82 passes 
within the-enlarged lower end 92 of the cylinder 
78 whereupon the liquid beneath said plunger 
may pass freely upwardly about the plunger per 
mitting a sudden acceleration of the downward 
movement of the float 70 whereupon the yoke 73 
will strike the stop 75 causing a downward move 
ment of the rod 67 and the arm 65 and the cor 
responding outward movement of the arm 66 
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carrying the springs. 69 back across center and 
imparting a sudden downward thrust to the link 
68 thereby opening the relief valve 58 and oper 
atting through the stem 26 to close the inlet valves 
24, 25. The operating fluid offers a minimum re 
sistance to the closing movement of the valves 
24, 25 by reason of the fact that the stream 
of the inflowing operating fluid is divided and 
acts substantially equally against both valves in 
opposite directions. 

it is to be noted that the elevator will be located 
at different depths in different wells and the time 
required for expelling a load will vary accord 
ing to the depth, accordingly the stops 4, 75 
must be adjusted for depth so that after the float 
has been elevated to open the valves 24, 25 its 
descent will not be completed and said valves 
closed and the operating fluid cut off until the 
load has been completely expelled. 
When the inlet valves 24, 25 are closed and the 

relief valve 58 opened, the float chamber 5 will 
be substantially empty and at this time th9 
weight of the float 70 and of the counter balanc 
ing weight 98 are supported from the lower stop 
75 so that, until the float is again lifted, these 
valves will be securely maintained in this last 
mentioned position. 
Thereupon, the liquid from the producing for 

mation of the well may again enter the chamber 
5 until another load of liquid has entered said 
chamber and any air or gas in said chamber 
above may freely pass out through the relief pas 
Sageway 56 into the eduction tube 2. Mean 
while the operating fluid will be cut off so that 
there will be no waste of said operating fluid 
while the float chamber is being filled with liquid. 
The float 70 will accordingly again be lifted as 
before, and when another load of liquid has b3en 
entrapped in the chamber 5 the valves 24, 25 
will again be opened and the valve 58 be closed as 
above explained and the operating fluid will again 
enter the chamber 5 and expel the load of liquid 
entrapped therein, and the operation of entrap 
ping the loads of liquid in the float chamber and 
expelling the same from the chamber to the 
ground Surface will be automatically repeated in 
Succession. So long as the operating fluid is main 
tained under the required pressure in the casing 
and SO long as the Well produces sufficient liquid 
to collect in successive loads in the float chamber 
as the same are expelled therefrom. 
The drawings and description disclose what is 

now considered to be a preferred form of the in 
vention for the purpose of showing a way in which 
the invention may be used, but the inventive 
thought upon which the application is based, is 
broader than the illustrative embodiment thereof 
and I therefore intend no limitations other than 
those imposed by the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. In apparatus for raising predetermined loads 

of liquid, Successively, from a well to the ground 
Surface, liquid entrapping means having a cham 
bor provided with an inlet for an operating fluid 
under pressure and a relief outlet, a valve control 
ling the inlet, a relief valve controlling the out 
let, an eduction tube leading from the chamber, 
a float arranged to be elevated by the entrapped 
liquid and operative, when elevated, to effect the 
Cpering of the inlet valve and the closing of the 
relief valve, whereby the operating fluid is ad 
Initted into the chamber to expc) the load fronn 
Said chamber through said tube, and operative 
when lowered to effect the closing of the inlet 
valve and the opening of the relief valve, a dash 

2,008,010 
pot containing mercury which acts to retard the 
downward movement of the float to maintain the 
inlet valve open until the entrapped load of liq 
uid is discharged from the well. 2. In apparatus for raising predetermined 
loads of liquid, successively, from a well to the 
ground surface, liquid entrapping means having 
a chamber provided with an inlet for an operat 
ing fluid under pressure and a relief outlet, a 
tube leading from said chamber out of the well, 
a valve controlling said inlet, a relief valve con 
trolling the outlet, a float arranged to be ele 
vated by the entrapped liquid and operative, when 
elevated, to effect the opening of the inlet valve 
and the closing of the relief valve, whereby the 
operating fluid is admitted into the chamber to 
expel the entrapped load through said tube and 
operative, when lowered, to effect the closing of 
the inlet valve and the opening of the relief valve, 
a dash pot containing a liquid having a higher 
specific gravity than that of the entrapped liquid 
or the operating fluid and which acts to retard 
the downward movement of the float to main 
tain the inlet valve open for a predetermined 
time after the entrapped load of liquid is dis 
charged from the chamber, and means connect 
ing the float and valves which is adjustable to 
vary the interval between the opening and the 
closing of the valves in accordance with the time 
required to discharge a load. 

3. In apparatus for elevating loads of liquid, 
successively, from a well, liquid entrapping means 
having a chamber provided with an inlet for an 
operating fluid under pressure and a relief out 
let, a valve controlling said inlet, a relief valve 
controlling the outlet, a discharge line leading 
out of the well from said chamber, a float ar 
ranged to be elevated by the entrapped fluid and 
operative when elevated, to effect the opening of 
the valve to admit operating fluid to expel the 
load and to close the relief valve, and operative, 
when lowered, to effect the closing of the inlet 
valve and the opening of the relief valve, a dash 
pot containing mercury arranged to retard the 
downward movement of the float and to thereby 
delay the closing movement of the inlet valve 
for a predetermined length of time aftar the en 
trapped load has been expelled from the cham 
ber. 

4. In apparatus for elevating loads of liquid, 
successively, from a well, liquid entrapping means 
having a chamber provided with an inlet for an 
operating fluid under pressure and a relief outlet, 
a valve controlling said inlet, a relief valve Con 
trolling the outlet, a discharge line leading out of 
the well from said chamber, a float arranged to 
be elevated by the entrapped fluid and Opera 
tive when elevated, to effect the opening of the 
valve to admit operating fluid to expel the load 
and to close the relief valve, and operative, when 
lowered, to effect the closing of the inlet valve and 
the opening of the relief valve, a dash pot con 
taining mercury arranged to retard the down 
ward movement of the float and to thereby delay 
the closing movement of the inlet valve for a pre 
determined length of time after the entrapped 
load has been expelled from the chamber, and 
a counter balance in the chamber for the float. 

5. An apparatus for expelling liquid from a 
well comprising liquid entrapping means having 
a chamber for the liquid, and shaped to be low 
ered into a well, an eduction tube leading out 
of the well from said chamber, said liquid cham 
ber having an inlet to admit an operating fluid 
into the chamber to expel the entrapped liquid 
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through said tube, from the well, said chamber 
also having a relief outlet, an inlet valve control 
ling Said inlet, a relief valve controlling the outlet, 
a pivotally mounted valve actuating lever having 
connection with the inlet valve and the relief 
valve, a float in said chamber, a pivotally mount 
ed bell crank to One arm of which the float is 
Connected, a pull Spring attached at one end to an 
anchor and at its other end to the other arm of 
the bell crank, a link connecting the valve actu 
ating lever and bell crank whereby upon elevation 
of the float said spring will be rendered effective 
to Open the inlet valve and close the relief valve 
and upon downward movement of the foat, the 
spring will be rendered effective to close the 
inlet valve and open the relief valve. 

6. In apparatus for raising predetermined loads 
of liquid successively from a well to the ground 
surface, liquid entrapping means having a cham 
ber provided with an inlet for an operating fluid 

5 
under pressure, and a relief outlet, a tube leading 
from Said chamber Out of the well, a valve con 
trolling said inlet, a relief valve controlling the 
outlet, a float arranged to be elevated by the en 
trapped liquid and operative, when elevated, to 
effect the opening of the inlet valve and the clos 
ing of the relief valve whereby the operating fluid 
will be admitted into the chamber to expel the 
entrapped load through said tube, and operative 
When lowered to effect the closing of the inlet 
valve and the opening of the relief valve, means 
effective to retard the downward movement of 
the float to maintain the inlet valve open for a 
predetermined time after the entrapped load of 
liquid is discharged from Said chamber, and 
means connecting the float and valves, which are 
adjustable to vary the interval between the open 
ing and the closing of the valves in accordance 
With the time required to discharge the load. 

JEDDY D. NIXON. 
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